Money Maker

Six Erotic Short Stories of Creative Ways
to Make Money Mans Man: The head of
any corporation should have the very best
personal assistant that money can buy, and
David is no exception. Davids personal
assistant satisfies his every need, and more
than a few of his desires. When David
returns from one of his many business
trips, he brings with him a young European
executive who he hopes will join his
company. To sweeten the deal, David
offers his personal assistant to the young
man for the duration of his visit.
Mr.
Douglas: Everyone wants to work for Mr.
Douglas. Not only is he filthy rich, but it is
rumored that his entire office is one big
playground, one big sexual playground,
that is. Today is the day of Chads personal
interview with Mr. Douglas, and he
chooses his wardrobe very carefully. Pure
silk is a known turn-on for Mr. Douglas, so
pure silk is what Chad chooses to wear. A
limo arrives to bring Chad to Mr. Douglas,
and when Chad arrives at the offices of Mr.
Douglas, his personal interview is much
more than Chad had anticipated, and
maybe too much. The Head Hunter: Gustav
is flying into the city for the weekend and
Wayne has been given the responsibility of
showing him a good time. Gustav is a very
well respected design engineer with twenty
patents already at the ripe old age of
twenty-two. Some have compared his
great mind to that of Albert Einstein. And
whatever Gustav wants, Wayne has been
instructed to give him. Duke Mann: Nick
will do anything to be invited to one of
Jack Sages parties, and Nick will do
anything to get ahead in the corporate
world. Jack Sage and his son, Dylan, live
in a multimillion dollar mansion on a hill
overlooking the city. The parties that
Dylans father hosts are legendary, with the
nations corporate high rollers among his
associates, the most important of which is
Duke Mann. The up and coming men of
the city will do anything to be invited to
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one of these parties which are, without
exception, by invitation only. Those lucky
enough to receive an invitation rapidly
ascended the corporate ladder of the
industry of their choosing. But if the
young men want Duke Manns business
assistance, they have to play Dukes game,
his way. Hard for the Money: Jesse can
never get enough sex. His thirst for new
and exciting men is never quenched. He
never charges for his services, which are
expert. He only accepts tips which he
considers to be nothing more than gestures
of appreciation, and Jesses services are
very much appreciated. When Jesse has a
brief dry spell, he makes a very bold move
that opens the door to an even more
lucrative business. The Escort: Andy was
excited about his first day as an intern. He
had spent this morning doing what he had
done every morning for the past two years
in preparation for his career. Fitness was
extremely important in his chosen field and
he worked out religiously. He was meeting
his mentor today, Kevin, who was one of
the best in the business.
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